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Join us at the Seattle Boat Show! 
It's fast approaching and all of us at Bellingham
Yachts are getting more excited by the day. The
2019 Seattle Boat Show is nearly here! Running

from January 25th - February
2nd at CenturyLink Field Event Center and South
Lake Union the Seattle Boat show is a great place
to come check out the latest and greatest from Back
Cove, Sabre and Cutwater. 

Parking & Ticket Information
Free shuttle service runs continuously between both

locations – Lake Union, CenturyLink Field &
Event Center. Shuttle service is available every day
at all locations one hour before the show opens to

one hour after the show closes.
 

Please let us know if you would like tickets and we
would be happy to reserve yours at will call. Phone

us at (360) 671-0990 for assistance.
 

You may also purchase e-tickets online and receive
free parking.

 

Tickets are good for admission to both locations!
 

 

South Lake Union: Sabre & Back

Cove Display
Back Cove 32 
Back Cove 37 
Back Cove 41 

Sabre 38 Salon Express 
Sabre 45 Salon Express

 
Weekday Hours: 11:00 am - 5:00 pm
Weekend Hours: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Back Cove 32 
The Ideal Couples Cruiser: the Back Cove 32. Launched in the fall of 2016, the
Back Cove 32 is an amalgam of cutting-edge design and customer-preferred
features. She offers the same concepts that built the success of the range:
Extraordinary fuel efficiency from her single diesel engine, straight forward
systems, and classic good looks. Pair this with her expert construction and
nautically sensible design features, and the Back Cove 32 is the gem of any
harbor she enters. 

Back Cove 37 
In the master stateroom, the Back Cove 37 features an island berth for ease of
egress, with ample stowage for owner’s gear, including many lockers and
drawers. To starboard aft of the master is a full guest cabin with a pullman
berth and yet more storage capacity. Opposite and to port is a large head unit
with separate stall shower. Between the lower and salon sole levels, the mid-
galley is fully equipped with a refrigerator, freezer, convection microwave and
deep stainless steel sink. Large windows overhead flood the galley with natural
light.  

Back Cove 41

The Back Cove 41 is the perfect choice for serious cruisers. 

The flagship of the Back Cove fleet, the Back Cove 41 is fitted with an efficient
single diesel engine and straight shaft. The addition of thrusters, a generator set,
and reverse cycle heat and air conditioning systems make her maneuverable,
efficient, and comfortable. Her interior is balanced between two luxurious
staterooms, each with a private head. Nautically sensible details and Maine
craftsmanship can be found throughout her American cherry interior.

 

Sabre 38 Salon Express
Her classic profile, energetic performance, precise controls, and low sound levels
make the Sabre 38 Salon Express an icon of nautically sensible design. Pod drives
and joystick controls provide masterful control, secure handholds wherever they are
needed lend security and comfort, and 360-degree sightlines at the helm allow for
optimal awareness while underway. All of these features wrapped up in classic
Downeast lines make the Sabre 38 Salon Express “a boat that boaters recognize.” 

Sabre 45 Salon Express 
The Sabre 45SE features all the details and iconic Downeast design for which Sabre
is known with the added benefit of two berths, a bright mid-level galley, and a
roomy utility space for optional gyro stabilizer, washer/dryer units, and additional
fridge/freezers. True to form, Sabre Yachts has designed a boat with all the comfort
and class of her traditional Downeast design, with modern precision control and
advanced performance. A U-shaped settee transforms her cockpit into an elegant
and livable space, equally suited to entertaining or enjoying some peace on the

water.  
 
 

Centurylink Field & Event Center: Cutwater Display

The entire Cutwater lineup will be available for viewing with factory
incentives available! 

Monday - Thursday: 11:00 am - 8:00 pm 
             Friday: 11:00 am - 9:00 pm 
          Saturday: 10:00 am - 8:00 pm 
           Sunday: 10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Cutwater 242 Coupe
The Cutwater 242 Coupe is another exciting addition to the Cutwater lineup.
Speed, comfort, value, and FUN all combine for a boat ownership experience
of a lifetime. Whether you’re new to boating, looking for the perfect fishing
machine, or enjoying water-sports with the family, the Cutwater  242 Coupe
will fit the bill.

Cutwater 24 SE
Powered by a Yamaha 250 HP V6 outboard, the C-242 SE is fast and efficient. 
C-242 Coupe SE is the best value for a performance cruising boat on the 
market today. You won’t find a boat with more style, features, and usability 
anywhere near this price point.  

Cutwater 28

The C28 forward stateroom, with its convertible V-berth, television and private
head with shower, offers exceptional privacy and comfort. The C28 adds the
convenience of a breakfast bar in this space (NW Edition) or bench seat with
storage beneath (Luxury Edition) to create a welcoming after-hours retreat. The
C28 includes a self-bailing innerliner cockpit that’s ideal for fishing or relaxing
at anchor. A solid gate offers access to a custom transom platform with integral
boarding ladder for water sports or easy access to tender or dock. The cockpit
seating plan incorporates a reversible seat integrated into the transom as well as
flip-out seating from the Starboard and Port sides. With nearly 16 square feet
of additional deck area, the cockpit on the Cutwater 28 also includes built-in
cabinets for refreshments and extra storage. 

Cutwater 302 Coupe
The new Cutwater 302 Coupe (C-302 C) is an exciting take on our successful
Cutwater 30 family cruiser. The Cutwater 302 Coupe takes the comfortable cruiser–
friendly interior layout of our C-30 and adds the versatility and speed of twin
counter-rotating 300 HP Yamaha outboards, which push its double-stepped hull
effortlessly across the water. The new C-302 C hull also incorporates our patented
Laminar Flow Interrupter technology for smooth, positive cornering. The 302
Coupe accommodates six on three separate berths, for exceptional privacy and
comfort even on extended cruises. On the foredeck, two flush hatches open to
reveal cushioned, secure observation seats, along with a central forward lounge. 

Cutwater 30 Command Bridge
Cutwater's latest variation of the stylish C30 features upper and lower helm stations for expanded cruising options. With seating
for four on the command bridge and a helm seatback that flips forward to face the aft seat and table, you and your guests can
enjoy the best view in the harbor. The C30 Command Bridge features a retractable fiberglass command bridge dash for trailering
that enables distant locations to be within easy reach. Access to the command bridge is made safe via secure stairs and hand rails.
This family cruiser offers all the advantages of Cutwater's C30, in a large boat that provides spacious interior room, a long list of
standard features and comfortable onboard living. An ingenious new cockpit seating arrangement welcomes up to eight adults
without crowding, and a new Euro-style galley conceals appliances beneath a hinged countertop that is ideal for buffet or
refreshment service.

Cutwater 30 Sedan
The flagship of the Cutwater fleet of fast, efficient family cruisers brings onboard livability, luxury, and convenience to a whole new
level…and adds more than a few unexpected innovations. With its generous 10-foot beam, the hull provides plenty of volume for
stretch-out comfort on deck and below, and our trademark Stepped Keel hull design places the engine lower than conventional hull
forms allow, to ensure exceptional stability, as well as extra headroom in all living spaces.

  

See the link below for a list of our Current Listings:

New Current Listings

1801 Roeder Ave, Suite #174 | Bellingham, WA 98225
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